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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 
 
FUJITSU LIMITED,     ) 
       ) 
  Plaintiff,    )     
       )  
 v.      ) Nos. 09 C 4530  
       )  12 C 3229 
TELLABS, INC.,     ) 
TELLABS OPERATIONS, INC., and  ) Judge James F. Holderman 
TELLABS NORTH AMERICA, INC.,  )  
       ) 
  Defendants.    ) 
 

ORDER REGARDING PRELIMINARY VERDICT FORM AFTER THE COURT’S 
CONSIDERATION OF THE PARTIES ARGUMENTS AND OBJECTIONS 

 
 On July 7, 2014, this court submitted to counsel the court’s proposed “Verdict of the 

Jury: Preliminary Form” (Dkt. Nos. 1328-1, 216, the “Preliminary Jury Form”).  Plaintiff Fujitsu 

Limited (“Fujitsu”) filed “Responses, Objections, and Proposed Alternatives to the Court’s 

Preliminary Verdict Form” (Dkt. No. 1351, “Fujitsu’s Response”).  Defendants Tellabs, Inc., 

Tellabs Operations, Inc., and Tellabs North America, Inc. (collectively, “Tellabs”) also filed 

“Objections to the Court’s Proposed Verdict of the Jury” (Dkt. No. 1352, “Tellabs’ Objections”).  

Below the court addresses Fujitsu’s Response and Tellabs’ Objections.   

 Attached is a copy of the Preliminary Verdict Form that will be given to each juror before 

the opening statements at the trial.  It contains six questions, one of which has six subparts, 

which will serve as special interrogatories for the jury to answer.    
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STATEMENT 
 

1. Fujitsu’s Response 
 

A. Question 1 
 
 In Fujitsu’s Response (at 2), Fujitsu proposed that Jury Form Question 1 be altered as 

follows: “Has Tellabs proven that Fujitsu in its May 27, 1996 letter and Patent Statement 

(Tellabs Exhibit 1) agreed to offer a license to Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology on RAND 

terms in compliance with the ITU’s patent policies?”  (alterations highlighted).  According to 

Fujitsu, these additions are necessary to account for the fact that Patent Statements to the ITU are 

not express licenses but, rather, a contractual commitment to negotiate a license on RAND terms.  

See Innovatio IP Ventures, LLC Patent Litig., 921 F.Supp.2d 903, 915-16 (N.D. Ill. 2013).  

 The court has considered Fujitsu’s argument, and finds it has merit.  See id.  Question 1, 

as a result will read as follows: “Has Tellabs proven that Fujitsu in its May 27, 1996 letter and 

Patent Statement (Tellabs Exhibit 1) agreed it was “willing to grant a license” of Fujitsu’s ‘737 

Patent’s technology on RAND terms in compliance with the ITU’s Patent Policies?”  (alterations 

highlighted).   

B. Question 2 
 

 In Fujitsu’s Response (at 2-3), Fujitsu proposed that Jury Form Question 2 be altered as 

follows: “Has Tellabs proven that the asserted claims of Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology 

were required to implement the standardized technology recommended by ITU-T standard 

G.692 titled, ‘Optical interfaces for multichannel systems with optical amplifiers?’”  (alterations 

highlighted).   

 Fujitsu proposed the first edit, based on its belief that standard-essentiality must be 

proven on a claim-by-claim basis, not the entire patent.  (Id. at 3 (citing In re Innovation IP 
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Ventures, LLC Patent Litig., 956 F.Supp.2d 925, 936-37 (N.D. Ill. 2013).)  Fujitsu proposed the 

second edit to account for its position that a Patent Statement to the ITU only binds a patentee 

whose patent is standard-essential to the relevant standard.  (Id. (citing Guidelines for 

Implementation of the Common Patent Policy for the ITU-T/ITU-R/IEC (2012).) 

 The court rejects Fujitsu’s first edit.  Even though patents are infringed on a claim-by-

claim basis, see Pall Corp. v. Micron Separations, Inc., 66 F.3d 1211, 1220 (Fed. Cir. 1995), 

standard-essential patents are generally offered on RAND terms as a whole, with the RAND 

royalty obligation applying to the patent as a whole and every claim therein.  See In re Innovatio 

IP Ventures, LLC Patent Litig., No. 11-9308, 2013 WL 5593609, at *2 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 3, 2013) 

(finding every patent claim essential to the relevant standard and therefore subject to the RAND 

royalty obligation).   

 The court accepts Fujitsu’s argument that a Patent Statement to the ITU is only binding 

on a patentee whose patent is adopted as standard-essential to the relevant standard.   Fujitsu 

cites multiple passages from ITU-T sources supporting that point.  (Fujitsu Response at 2 (citing 

Guidelines for Implementation of the Common Patent Policy, ITU-T/ITU-R/IEC (2012) (“The 

word ‘Patent’ means those claims contained in and identified by patents . . . solely to the extent 

that any such claims are essential to the implementation of a Recommendation Deliverable.”).) 

  Question 2 will include this edit in substance, and as a result will read as follows: “Has 

Tellabs proven that Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology was included in, meaning necessary to 

implement, the standardized technology recommended by ITU-T standard  G.692 titled, 

‘Optical interfaces for multichannel systems with optical amplifiers’?”  (alterations highlighted).  

The court believes this explanatory language is appropriate to aid the jury’s understanding of the 

law and avoid jury confusion. 
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C. Question 3 
 

 In Fujitsu’s Response (at 3-4), Fujitsu proposed that two subsections be deleted from Jury 

Form Question 3.  Question 3’s subsections ask the jury to answer whether Tellabs has proven 

specific Fujitsu acts breached Fujitsu’s agreement that it was “willing to grant a license” for the 

‘737 Patent’s technology on RAND terms.  Fujitsu objects to the inclusion of subsections (e) and 

(f), because they appear to inquire into Fujitsu’s willfulness and bad faith generally, rather than 

Fujitsu’s alleged RAND obligation.  (Id. at 4.) 

 This court rejects Fujitsu’s proposed deletion.  A jury could reasonably find the facts 

contained in both subsections constitute breaches of Fujitsu’s RAND obligation.  If Fujitsu filed 

a lawsuit against Tellabs to harm Tellabs’ business, rather than negotiate a RAND license 

(Q.2(e)), this would constitute a breach of Fujitsu’s RAND obligation.  Similarly, if Fujitsu filed 

a lawsuit against Tellabs to distract Tellabs’ management, rather than negotiate a RAND license 

(Q.2(f)), this would also constitute a breach of Fujitsu’s RAND obligation.   

D.  Question 5 
 

 In Fujitsu’s Response (at 5-6), Fujitsu proposed that Jury Form Question 5 be altered as 

follows: “Has Tellabs proven by clear and convincing evidence that Fujitsu’s breach of its 

agreement to license on RAND terms Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology was willful, in that 

Fujitsu’s breach was intentional, knowing and with conscious disregard for Tellabs’ rights or, 

alternatively, was done with reckless disregard for Tellabs’ obvious or known rights?” 

(alterations highlighted).   

 Fujitsu’s proposed edit, clearly, is an attempt to elevate Tellabs’ evidentiary burden in 

proving that Fujitsu willfully breached its contractual RAND obligation.  Fujitsu, however, has 
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not provided the court with binding or persuasive legal authority to mandate this clear and 

convincing evidentiary burden, nor has the court’s research disclosed any. 

 However, in Response to Fujitsu’s above requested alteration, this court has added an 

additional question for the jury to answer.  Question 6 will read as follows: “Has Tellabs proven 

by clear and convincing evidence that Fujitsu was willful in its breach of its agreement that it 

was willing to grant a license for its ‘737 Patent on RAND terms?”  Thus, instead of following 

Fujitsu’s proposed course, this court will bifurcate the questions (1) whether Tellabs has proven 

Fujitsu willfully breached its RAND obligation in Question 5, which applies the preponderance 

of the evidence standard; and (2) whether based on the evidence Tellabs has further proven 

Fujitsu’s breach by the greater standard of clear and convincing evidence in Question 6.   

 If the jury finds that Fujitsu willfully breached its RAND obligation, and that Tellabs at 

the trial proves Fujitsu’s willfulness by clear and convincing evidence, such a finding will moot 

the unsettled issue of whether a willful RAND licensing breach requires clear and convincing 

evidence, as Tellabs will have satisfied this burden.  The court would then be free to determine, 

in its equitable consideration, whether Fujitsu’s willful breach, proven by clear and convincing 

evidence, was sufficient patent misuse to warrant as a matter of law a determination that the ‘737 

Patent is unenforceable in a limited scope, such as against Tellabs.  See e.g., Qualcomm Inc. v. 

Broadcom Co., 548 F.3d 1004, 1026 (Fed. Cir. 2008).   

 If the jury finds that Fujitsu willfully breached its RAND obligation, but that Tellabs has 

failed to prove this fact by clear and convincing evidence, then the court will address the issue 

whether such a breach, proven by a preponderance of the evidence, is enough to render the ‘737 

Patent unenforceable against Tellabs, or whether another remedy such as the payment of a 

RAND royalty from Tellabs to Fujitsu was appropriate with, perhaps, Fujitsu being order to 
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reimburse Tellabs for Tellabs costs, attorneys’ fees and expert fees to achieve that result in this 

litigation will suffice. 

2. Tellabs’ Objections 
 

A. Question 2 
 

 Again, after this court has considered Fujitsu’s Response and Tellabs’ Objections, 

Question 2 will read as follows: “Has Tellabs proven that Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology was 

included in, meaning necessary to implement, the standardized technology recommended by 

ITU-T standard G.692 titled, ‘Optical interfaces for multichannel systems with optical 

amplifiers’?”  

 In Tellabs Objections (at 2-3), Tellabs objects to Question 2 on the ground that Tellabs is 

not required to prove, at all, that Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology was included in the 

standardized technology recommended by ITU-T standard G.692.  To put it another way, Tellabs 

believes Fujitsu’s May 27, 1996 letter and Patent Statement to the ITU (Tellabs’ Ex. 1) was 

enough to bind Fujitsu to an obligation to stand “willing to grant a license” of Fujitsu’s ‘737 

Patent’s technology on RAND terms, regardless of whether the ITU utilized that technology in 

its standard.   

 This court has weighed the authorities both Tellabs and Fujitsu have cited on this issue, 

and finds Fujitsu’s more persuasive.  Fujitsu, again, cites multiple passages from ITU-T sources 

supporting the point that, in order for the May 27, 1996 and Patent Statement to bind Fujitsu, the 

ITU-T must have included Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology in the G.692 standard.  (Id. at 2 

(citing Guidelines for Implementation of the Common Patent Policy, ITU-T/ITU-R/IEC (2012) 

(“The word ‘Patent’ means those claims contained in and identified by patents . . . solely to the 
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extent that any such claims are essential to the implementation of a Recommendation 

Deliverable.”).) 

B. Question 4 
 

 As previously drafted, Question 4 read as follows: “Has Tellabs proven that Tellabs 

would have been willing to license Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology from Fujitsu on RAND 

terms in compliance with ITU’s patent policies, if Fujitsu had offered Tellabs RAND terms for 

such a license?”  In Tellabs’ Objections (at 4), Tellabs objects to Question 4 on the grounds that 

it is uncontroverted that Fujitsu did not offer any license to Tellabs, and according to Tellabs, 

Question 4 is consequently speculative.  (Id.)  The court agrees with Tellabs on this point.  

Because Fujitsu failed to make or attempt to negotiate a RAND royalty offer, what Tellabs 

would have done had Fujitsu complied with its RAND obligation is speculative, but Tellabs will 

be allowed to offer at the trial any relevant testimony and any other evidence Tellabs has 

evidencing its willingness to negotiate a RAND royalty license to use the ‘737 Patent’s 

technology, including evidence that might otherwise be considered speculative, if Tellabs has no 

other method of proving what would have occurred.  Fujitsu’s RAND royalty obligation, 

however, was to offer and, if necessary, negotiate to achieve a RAND royalty with all potential 

licensees willing to negotiate with Fujitsu.  If Tellabs had not been willing to negotiate, questions 

of its harm and standing arise.  Proposed Question 4 to the jury eliminates that issue. 

  To address Tellabs’ point, Question 4 has been altered to read as follows: “Has Tellabs 

proven that Tellabs would have been willing to negotiate a license of Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s 

technology from Fujitsu on RAND terms in compliance with the ITU’s patent policies, if Fujitsu 

had offered Tellabs RAND terms for such a license?” (alterations highlighted.)   
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 Just because Tellabs was not offered a license, does not mean that it should not bear the 

burden of proving that it was willing to negotiate a license with Fujitsu.  To hold as a matter of 

law that Fujitsu breached a duty to negotiate a RAND license with Tellabs, without some finding 

on Tellabs’ willingness to engage in such negotiations.  To hold otherwise would permit the 

possibility that Fujitsu breached its duty to negotiate, with a party that was unwilling to 

negotiate.  The question would then become which party should bear the burden of proving or 

disproving Tellabs’ willingness.  Since it is Tellabs who seeks to avoid Fujitsu’s patent 

infringement claim with the affirmative defense that the ‘737 patent was unenforceable due to a 

RAND breach, this court believes that Tellabs should at a minimum establish that it was willing 

to negotiate  a RAND license with Fujitsu.    

 Before the final jury verdict form, which will be titled the “Final Verdict of the Jury,” is 

presented to the jury for reporting its verdict at the end of the trial, counsel for the parties will be 

allowed to voice or waive objections on the record.  The Preliminary Copy of the form titled 

“Verdict of the Jury” will be provided to each juror before opening statements and may be 

referred to by counsel during the trial. 

 
ENTER: 
 
 
       _______________________________ 
       JAMES F. HOLDERMAN 
       United States District Judge 
 
Date: July 9, 2014 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 
 
FUJITSU LIMITED,     ) 
       ) 
  Plaintiff,    )     
       )  
 v.      ) Nos. 09 C 4530  
       )  12 C 3229 
TELLABS, INC.,     ) 
TELLABS OPERATIONS, INC., and  ) Judge James F. Holderman 
TELLABS NORTH AMERICA, INC.,  )  
       ) 
  Defendants.    ) 
 

VERDICT OF THE JURY 
(Preliminary Copy) 

 
 We, the jury, unanimously find and report based on the evidence presented at the trial and 

the law provided to us in the Final Jury Instructions, the following as the verdict of the jury: 

 Question 1:  Has Tellabs proven that Fujitsu in its May 27, 1996 letter and Patent 
Statement (Tellabs Exhibit 1) agreed it was willing to grant a license of Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s 
technology on RAND terms in compliance with the ITU’s Patent Policies? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 If the answer to Question 1 is “Yes,” please answer Question 2.  If the answer to 
Question 1 is “No,” please sign the verdict form and do not answer any other questions. 
 
 
 
 Question 2: Has Tellabs proven that Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology was included 
in, meaning necessary to implement, the standardized technology recommended by ITU-T 
standard G.692 titled, “Optical interfaces for multichannel systems with optical amplifiers”? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 If the answer to Question 2 is “Yes,” please answer Question 3.  If the answer to 
Question 2 is “No,” please sign the verdict form and do not answer any further questions. 
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 Question 3: Has Tellabs proven that Fujitsu breached its agreement that it was willing 
to grant a license of Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology on RAND terms by: 
 
 (a)  Fujitsu not offering to grant Tellabs a license on RAND terms for Fujitsu’s ‘737  
       Patent’s technology? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 (b)  Fujitsu filing a lawsuit against Tellabs seeking injunctive relief based upon the   
        alleged infringement of Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 (c)  Fujitsu filing a lawsuit against Tellabs seeking a non-RAND royalty rate based on 
   alleged infringement of Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 (d)  Fujitsu filing a lawsuit against Tellabs seeking damages in the form of lost profits   
       based on alleged infringement of Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 (e)  Fujitsu filing a lawsuit against Tellabs alleging infringement of the ‘737 Patent  
  that damaged Tellabs’ business?  
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 (f) Fujitsu filing a lawsuit against Tellabs alleging infringement of the ‘737 Patent  
  that required Tellabs to devote management attention and time, as well as other  
  resources to defending the lawsuit, such as attorney’s fees, expert fees, and related 
  costs? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 If the answer to any part of Question 3 is “Yes,” please answer Question 4.  If the answer 
to all parts of Question 3 is “No,” please sign the verdict from, and do not answer any further 
questions. 
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 Question 4: Has Tellabs proven that Tellabs would have been willing to negotiate a 
license of Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s technology from Fujitsu on RAND terms in compliance with 
the ITU’s patent policies, if Fujitsu had offered Tellabs RAND terms for such a license? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 If the answer to Question 4 is “Yes,” please answer question 5.  If the answer to Question 
4 is “No,” please sign the verdict form and do not answer any further questions. 
 
 
 Question 5: Has Tellabs proven that Fujitsu was willful in Fujitsu’s breach of its 
agreement that it was willing to grant a license on RAND terms for Fujitsu’s ‘737 Patent’s 
technology, in that Fujitsu’s breach was intentional, knowing and with conscious disregard for 
Tellabs’ rights, or alternatively, was done with reckless disregard for Tellabs’ obvious or known 
rights? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
 If the answer to Question 5 is “Yes,” please answer question 6.  If the answer to Question 
5 is “No,” please sign the verdict form and do not answer any further questions. 
 
 
 Question 6: Has Tellabs proven by clear and convincing evidence that Fujitsu was 
willful in its breach of its agreement that it was willing to grant a license for its ‘737 Patent on 
RAND terms? 
 
 Answer: Yes    No   
 
Please each sign and date below.  Then notify the marshal.  The Foreperson should bring this 
signed and dated Final Verdict Form into the courtroom to return the Jury’s Verdict. 
 
 
       
Foreperson 
 
       
Juror 
 
       
Juror 
 
       
Juror 

 
   
       
Juror 
 
       
Juror 
 
       
Juror 
 
       
Juror 

 
 
 Date: 
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